Reflection and Reaction

Is population-level perversity a likely outcome of mass vaccination against HIV?

Robert Smith and Sally Blower recently considered the population-level impact of disease-modifying HIV vaccines. On the basis of a mathematical model, they pointed to the theoretical possibility that such vaccines might ultimately lead to an increased HIV prevalence—an outcome referred to as population-level perversity.

Using a model based on actual data from cohort studies, we concluded that disease-modifying vaccines will have a negligible impact on \( R_0 \), the basic reproduction number of HIV. As such, vaccination cannot be expected to alter the endemic equilibrium that ensues from a natural AIDS epidemic. Disease-modifying vaccines may nonetheless be highly beneficial, because they bring about an improved prognosis for the individual HIV-infected person and a postponement of HIV spread at the population level.

Whereas Smith and Blower’s analysis hinged on a time-independent measure (the fitness ratio), ours took into account the temporal dynamics of HIV infection in the individual and of HIV spread in a population. By using a model in which both disease progression rate and infectivity were related to the time course of viral load, we were able to calculate \( R_0 \) for individuals with different prognoses. We found very small differences in \( R_0 \), indicating that HIV-infected individuals with a short life expectancy naturally cause as many secondary infections as HIV-infected individuals with an improved life expectancy. Because the virological determinant of increased survival with a vaccine—ie, a low amount of circulating virus—is naturally related to a decreased infectivity, we expect no change in \( R_0 \) as a direct result of vaccination.

Monkey studies have demonstrated that the key mechanism of a disease-modifying HIV vaccine involves the induction of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) that can temporarily control viral replication following challenge with a pathogenic virus. Here is a clear analogy with the natural course of HIV infection, wherein a low viral load after primary infection predicts relatively good survival. However, viral escape from CTL recognition is the rule rather than the exception and long-term control of viraemia is extremely rare, both in vaccinated monkeys and in HIV-infected individuals.

Natural history thus strongly suggests that the inability of CTL-based vaccines to provide long-term control over viral replication in monkeys is relevant to disease-modifying HIV vaccines for human beings.

Timely introduction of a vaccine may nonetheless substantially postpone the peak incidence of infection and mortality from AIDS-related causes in a natural epidemic. This population-level benefit can be in the order of several decades for realistic values of \( R_0 \). Our findings have been confirmed by Perelson and colleagues, who developed a sex-structured and age-structured model including the transmission of vaccine-escape mutants.

There is no reason to suspect an increased transmission of HIV following vaccination, unless the type and amount of sexual activity in the population alters dramatically due to perceived protection by the vaccine. Therefore, counselling and prevention efforts remain crucial to any AIDS control programme. In conclusion, population-level perversity is not a likely outcome of mass vaccination against HIV.
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We agree that Jaap Bogaards and colleagues’ question “is population-level perversity a likely outcome of mass vaccination against HIV?” is an interesting question to consider, but unfortunately we do not yet have the necessary data that would enable us to answer this question. In our analysis we addressed a rather different question—specifically “could disease-modifying HIV vaccines cause population-level perversity?” We had two key findings. Firstly, we showed that if disease-modifying vaccines were given to uninfected individuals then these preventive vaccines could make the epidemic worse (even if risk behaviour did not increase) if they provided only a low degree of protection against infection and/or generated high “fitness ratios”. We defined the fitness ratio as the relative number of secondary infections caused by an infected vaccinated individual in comparison with an infected unvaccinated individual. Secondly, we quantified under what specific conditions disease-modifying vaccines would make HIV epidemics worse, if risk behaviour either increased or decreased.

Mathematical models are extremely useful health-policy tools for evaluating possible outcomes of complex situations. The first epidemic model of imperfect preventive HIV vaccines was developed over a decade ago, and showed that imperfect preventive HIV vaccines may fail in a number of ways, by generating a low “take”, and/or providing a low degree of protection against infection, and/or waning. Imperfect preventive vaccines may also act as disease-modifying vaccines (ie, the vaccines may modify pathogenesis such that infected vaccinated individuals survive longer than unvaccinated infected individuals). The effects of preventive disease-modifying vaccines on the temporal dynamics of an HIV epidemic can be viewed in real-time by running our web-based model (http://www.biomath.ucla.edu/faculty/sblower). In our previous analysis we determined that predicting the epidemic-level impact of a preventive disease-modifying vaccine is complex and depends upon the degree to which the vaccinated individuals are protected against infection, the degree to which viral load is reduced in vaccinated infected individuals (by comparison with unvaccinated infected individuals), the magnitude of increase in survival time in vaccinated infected individuals (by comparison with unvaccinated infected individuals), and the magnitude of change in risk behaviour in both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. Our mathematical analyses enabled us to evaluate the effects of complexity and quantify the relations among these parameters. Importantly, we were able to calculate that if a vaccine caused a $1.5 \log_{10}$ reduction in the viral load of vaccinated infected individuals (by comparison with unvaccinated infected individuals) then the epidemic-level impact of disease-modifying vaccines would always be beneficial (assuming that risk behaviour does not increase).

Phase III clinical trials of preventive disease-modifying vaccines will be used to evaluate whether disease-modifying vaccines increase survival time. We suggest that when clinical trials are conducted data should also be collected to measure the effect of the vaccine on reducing viral load. The results on viral load reduction should then be evaluated—using the quantitative framework that we have developed—to predict the population-level impact of the vaccine. We have shown that population-level perversity is a possible outcome of mass vaccination against HIV, even in the absence of increases in risk behaviour. Only when we have data on viral load reduction from phase III clinical trials of preventive disease-modifying vaccines will it be possible to answer the question that has been posed by Bogaards and colleagues. Based upon our previous analyses, we strongly recommend that only a preventive disease-modifying vaccine that causes substantial reductions in viral load is used to control HIV epidemics.
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We wish to respond to a number of statements made by Paul Reiter and colleagues on our article on malaria and global warming, in which we model duration of exposure to *Plasmodium falciparum* malaria and independently validate the model using 3791 presence/absence parasite surveys collected across Africa. Although we recognise that an important component of science is open debate, Reiter and colleagues made some inaccurate statements and hence misrepresentations of our work that need to be addressed. For example, Reiter and colleagues comment that we have modelled “merely duration of the transmission season”, which we interpret as “heightened transmission and increased incidence”. The first part of this statement is absolutely correct and modelling duration (and timing) of transmission season (for the first time at a continental scale) is exactly what we set out to achieve. The latter part of the statement regarding increased incidence is inaccurate as nowhere in the paper is incidence interpreted in the light of changes in person-months of exposure under global climate-change scenarios. The relation between population exposure and disease incidence is not straightforward and there are many contributing factors. To make such inference from our model—which is concerned with spatiotemporal population exposure—would not be valid.

Reiter and colleagues state that the model was based on a “mere 15 African locations”. This is incorrect. The relation between climate and malaria is complex and for this reason, four phases of model development were used to derive the final model. As discussed in the paper, the initial 15 studies were used to provide crude (first pass) climatic thresholds (within established biological ranges), which were subsequently refined by comparing various iterations of the model against historical published and unpublished maps and clinical case data. The final phase of model development involved extensive consultation and dialogue with experts from throughout Africa regarding areas of agreement, false negatives, false positives, and season duration. All four phases of this iterative development process contributed uniquely to the final model. A comparison between the model and historic maps and clinical case data used in the model building process is shown for southern Africa as an example (figure). None of the 3791 presence/absence parasite surveys were used in any way in the model development process, but were withheld to facilitate a true independent accuracy assessment of the final model after development.

Similarly, Reiter and colleagues then cite as a “greater failing” of the model our reliance on parasite ratio studies as the relations between parasite prevalence, clinical disease, and transmission season length are unlikely to be linear. Given that “parasite prevalence” was not used at all in the paper and that we make no attempt to infer prevalence from the predicted duration of transmission season, this constitutes another inaccurate statement by Reiter and colleagues. To reiterate, we used only presence/absence data from parasite surveys to independently validate the final model (after the development phase was fully complete) and do not use parasite prevalence in any way. That the relations mentioned above are not linear is undoubtedly true and is the subject of ongoing research in our programme and many others.

Reiter and colleagues question the use of contemporary population estimates on the grounds that populations are projected to increase and a greater proportion of people are projected to be living in urban areas over the coming century. To include population projections in already uncertain climate projection scenarios would make it difficult to disaggregate the effects of climate from those of population and would result in an “accumulation of uncertainties”. Yet this question illustrates exactly the utility of such a model. We chose to model specific climate and population scenarios, but the transparency and reproducibility of the model means that it can be used as a baseline against which to evaluate changes in exposure under any combination of climate and/or population scenarios.
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